Open doors

An abridged version of the Dies lecture delivered at Leiden University, 8 February 2021

Ineke Sluiter

Esteemed Rector Magnificus, former and current members of the Executive Board, dear online viewers,

The importance of doors

‘It’s something you shouldn’t underestimate!’ said my PhD candidate Daniël Bartelds, who was also department head at Stanislascollege, a school in Delft. ‘When pupils walk through the school doors, something changes at a stroke. They enter an environment where other rules apply and other behaviour is the norm. This transition helps them learn more effectively. They miss out on this moment of transition and this experience when they simply have to switch on their computer at home.’ Clearly, we were talking about the effects of lockdown and home schooling.

Daniël was remarking on a phenomenon that is also recognised scientifically. Doors and thresholds structure how we deal with the spaces in which we move around, and they mark meaningful instances of transition.1 They influence our cognitions and emotions. This effect is greater when the space we are in is teeming with stories from the past, which is certainly true for a school and also for a university. There are good reasons why thresholds and doors also signify more in our language use than a piece of technology that lets you either enter or leave a space. ‘Jesse Klaver is a wonderful young man,’ the said the late lamented Hans de Boer, chair of VNO-NCW, a few years ago, ‘but, obviously, you have to lead someone like him over the threshold of wisdom.’ ii Doors can either welcome or exclude. There is a set of norms associated with them that determine who may enter, and that also prescribe conduct. In short, they do much more than being open or closed, opening or closing, or being opened or closed, although linguistically there are interesting things to say about all these statements. Now that, in this time of the pandemic, we are allowed only a minuscule gathering here in the Pieterskerk, the importance of this annual ritual touches me more deeply.

There are times when our modern wonder at technology clouds our understanding of the significance of a door. A good instance of this is a remarkable exemplar from classical antiquity (see image 1): a door that opens automatically, complete with instructions for constructing it. This contraption was designed to be part of a miniature temple area that was in turn located somewhere on the site of a large temple complex. The construction worked on atmospheric pressure. When a fire was lit on the altar of the complex, a system of pulleys opened the doors automatically. However, we shouldn’t get too overcome by the ‘wow’ reaction to automatic doors in the ancient world. These doors were not intended for passing through to enter or
leave an area, which explains why automatic doors weren’t introduced throughout the ancient world. They were important for two reasons: they elicited a sensation of wonder, amazement and pleasure in the observer, a feeling eminently suited to a temple environment, and they signified that the deity accepted the offering, welcoming it with benevolence.

Image 1, Tatiana Bur 2016.

We also need to go outside academia!

We in academia cannot be simply satisfied that these doors have opened for us, that we are part of the academic community, that we are insiders. It’s also our duty to go outside the institution, literally or figuratively, to share our knowledge and insights and put them to good use, to fuel and inform the societal debate. The doors have to be open, not only to the inside but also to the outside world!iii

That often works just fine. Academics from Leiden regularly play a role in the media, for example. But we also know that, by doing so, they expose themselves to the less pleasant aspects of social media. Twitter would be well served if it too had a door, not to keep people inside or out, but above all to demarcate the space and to mark the transitions between the two. There is no clear signal to the user that by sending a tweet you are leaving the seclusion of your private sphere, and entering into the public arena – where you normally behave differently.
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Online vitriol

Right now, social media is suffering from an excess of online vitriol, as a recently published book edited by our Leiden colleague Sara Polak and Rotterdam colleague Daniel Trottier, describes. You don’t need to spend long on YouTube, Facebook or Twitter to find examples aplenty. Twitter itself, a veritable sewer of bile, is aware that something is wrong with the online climate. It promoted a line of research by Rebekah Tromble, started when she was still in Leiden, and political scientist Michael Meffert, who, fortunately, is still here, that asked how you can determine whether a conversation is still healthy. Does it encourage a silo culture? Are diverse perspectives still being offered? What’s the position on incivility? Are there signs of intolerance? The distinction between incivility and intolerance is particularly interesting.

Incivility infringes a norm of politeness or courtesy, but can nonetheless serve a purpose in the political debate, for example when minorities use strong verbal means to draw attention to their viewpoint. There are good reasons why freedom of expression is defined in such a way in the legislation to expressly leave room for opinions that may be shocking or offensive, or that can disturb our peace of mind. But intolerance is a different matter. It includes such things as hate speech, racism, xenophobia and other discriminatory practices that inherently constitute a threat to an open society, and are consequently undesirable, and yes, even illegal. Tromble’s team is also not in favour of the term ‘troll’, however graphic an image the word conjures up. They believe the term causes us to lose sight of the very relevant differences within this group and consequently to miss the opportunity to adjust our reactions to these differences. Are these Twitter users angry? Crazy? Dangerous? It makes quite a difference: there may still be room for dialogue, especially with Twitter users who have let themselves get carried away, spurred on by a surge of anger.

Vitriol and academia

The climate on social media also affects academics whose expertise and profession lead them to take part in social debates. It is a subject that itself warrants further research. A number of our academics are subjected to aggression and threats, which can even include posting photos of their children. These are generally the people who write and talk about socially sensitive issues, and who are more visible and prominent. These are, of course, scholars of which universities are rightly proud – and so should they be, not least because these academics understand more than anyone else that the door to academia also opens outwards.

I do not intend even for a second to trivialise what is happening to a number of my male colleagues, who deserve the full support of their university and their fellow academics, but I have to say that there are more than strong indications that the hypercriticism evident on social media is primarily directed at women, or in any event it attacks women in a particular way. And the same applies for people of colour. I will first give some examples of women in politics and journalism, and will then talk about the academic world.
It is easy to imagine what happens when racism and misogyny come together. Amnesty International discovered that in the British election campaign in 2017 there was one woman who was the object of half of all online hate aimed at female members of parliament: Diane Abbott, a Labour politician of colour.\textsuperscript{vi}

In fact, ‘simply being a woman’ is enough. Female newsreaders are thought to be less trustworthy than their male counterparts.\textsuperscript{vii} Women journalists are often the recipients of critical, offensive, marginalising, stereotypical and threatening reactions.\textsuperscript{viii} On YouTube, the science communication channels that have female presenters receive more comments, and those comments include a significantly higher proportion of remarks about physical appearance, negative criticism and hostile, sexist and sexual remarks.\textsuperscript{ix}

Representation is another issue: on Wikipedia, a study was made both of the editors and the frequency with which items were written about women. Sam Baker’s study in 2019 shows that 80 per cent of Wikipedia editors are men, and only 17 per cent of the biographies on Wikipedia are about women. When females edit Wikipedia articles, they find that their edits are often reversed with no consultation, they receive unwanted sexual advances and they are stalked and doxed; in other words, their personal data are traced and made public. They even receive death threats. On the subject of those Wikipedia biographies: Donna Strickland, winner of the Nobel Prize for Physics in 2018, didn’t have a Wikipedia page. A page was submitted, but it was rejected because not enough had been written about her in the media. It is only since the Nobel Prize that Donna Strickland can be found on Wikipedia – apparently, the bar is set very high.

\textit{Reactions to female academics on social media}

What is the situation with female academics and social media? Here, too, some information is available. Such as the appeal by three female scientists in \textit{The Lancet} who spoke out about cyberbullying\textsuperscript{9}, and the personal experiences of two female researchers who found themselves embroiled in a Twitter storm.\textsuperscript{x} For the time being, this is anecdotal and hasn’t yet been systematically studied. We have known for some time that women from the STEM disciplines who are involved in science communication suffer from being stereotyped as ‘bitchy, bossy, undeserving’, and those comments come from both men and women.\textsuperscript{xii} Or that women who look more feminine are less likely to be regarded as ‘real scientists’.\textsuperscript{xiii} The effect of implicit prejudices and gender stereotypes has been well described by Naomi Ellemers.\textsuperscript{xiv}

I was prompted to discuss this issue today by the experiences of valued and highly esteemed colleagues, men such as Leo Lucassen and Gert Oostindie, and women such as Beatrice de Graaf and Marion Koopmans. Marion Koopmans reported how after every media appearance her Twitter timeline is flooded with criticisms and threats.\textsuperscript{xv} Such threats are, of course, totally unacceptable! Beatrice de Graaf, too, quite rightly protested about the extremely offensive nature of some of the reactions to her professional appearances in the media.
The damage

The damage inflicted by all of this is considerable. For the men and women who are subjected to it, it is an attack on their sense of social safety. The effect on everyone who is the target of online vitriol can be chilling; it leads to a type of self-censorship where people prefer to avoid public activities rather than expose themselves to online aggression. This effect seems to apply more strongly to women, possibly because of the particular form that the threats and insults aimed at them take. They are stripped online of all the characteristics and qualifications that they have worked so hard to achieve, and that they have put to good use to bring their expert knowledge into the public domain. They are reduced to nothing more than gender stereotypes and are confronted with obscene notions and prejudices. But a lack of expert knowledge in public discourse would impoverish us all. And when women disproportionately shun the media, assuming they were invited in equal measure in the first place, we as a society miss out on their talent, insights, information and perspectives.

What we can do: Praesidium libertatis

It takes courage for an academic to be active in the public domain. And courage is something that our colleagues – both men and women – show every day. ‘What would become of the world if everyone with something reasonable to say let themselves be silenced?’ asked Marion Koopmans in the AD. Universities, and that includes ours, encourage us to let our opinions be heard – in the form of impact, outreach, visibility. Universities are proud when their experts find a platform. Not allowing yourself be deterred by the backlash of publicity is certainly also a quality, and those scientists who are prepared to represent the voice of expertise and reason in the full glare of the public eye are truly fulfilling the mission of Praesidium libertatis. But institutions that flaunt their well-known scientists also have to take action to protect them if they find themselves in the eye of the storm. And that applies not only to the institutions themselves: we too, all of us, as colleagues, have to show ourselves to be ‘active bystanders’, alert observers who don’t just avert our eyes when these things happen to our colleagues. This is also inherent in Praesidium libertatis, the role of our university as a bastion of freedom.

So, what can we do? To start with, we can be more professional in the support we offer our people, and not leave them to their own devices. There are lessons to be learned from an organisation like ‘TrollBusters’, set up by Michelle Ferrier, that offers guidelines on how to support journalists who experience online harassment (see image 2). Do our communication and legal departments have this kind of practical information at their fingertips? Do managers immediately call their staff if they see or hear that they are under fire? And what do we ourselves do as colleagues? Do we offer help and support? Are we able to moderate our reaction so that we don’t say: ‘You were pretty outspoken there, weren’t you?’ or ‘Well, you
really got it in the neck this time, didn’t you?’ These examples are taken straight from real life and reek of victim blaming and scarcely concealed malicious gloating.

Online abuse is not normal. However, it is no simple matter to know what interventions are likely to be successful. If in a normal conversation someone violates a social norm, for example, by making a discriminating remark, and we allow a micro-silence to fall in the to and fro of conversation, this in itself is enough to make the observers understand that the comment went beyond the shared norms of the group. But if people just carry on talking, that too is an indication – in this case, that the group sees nothing wrong with the remark.\textsuperscript{xvi} Obviously, Twitter is not the place for such subtle corrections. It would be good if our university, possibly together with VSNU, were to start a ‘social safety online’ taskforce to generate tips for anyone who is affected by online vitriol, for the academic’s institutional environment and for the network of colleagues.


And Homer

I am nearing the end of this Dies lecture. But, it will not have escaped your notice that I have not yet mentioned Homer. Let me put that right, because in the \textit{Iliad} there is a highly
interesting passage about ... automatic doors. At a certain point, Hera and Athena are in their chariot en route to Olympus. Hera has the reins. As they approach, the doors of Olympus open automatically, 30 centuries before the invention of automatic garage doors, as Daniel Mendelsohn puts it. The Greek says: Automatai. Just like the miniature temple complex, it isn’t the fact that the doors open automatically that is significant. The doors open automatically because they are part of the world of the gods, where all is golden and everything proceeds effortlessly. What is really interesting is the verb that is generally translated as ‘to open’, because this word actually describes a groaning, creaking or lowing sound (mukon). This sound is not a sign of poor maintenance. The reason that the doors creak is that all doors in ancient times creaked. No, it is once again what the opening signifies that is important. It is difficult for us to imagine where exactly these doors were located, but we do know for sure that the doors opened for the goddesses because of the sound that was reported. And that sound is evidence of their entry into Olympus. This kind of warning sign is just what Twitter lacks. And it is what our students miss in the structure of their lives by being unable to pass through the open doors of the lecture hall.

I happen to know that in the distant past our new Rector played the goddess Hera in a school performance of the Iliad. Today, with the opening of the doors of Pieterskerk, Olympic doors are also opening for an H and an A. Their task will be to see that these doors often remain open in the coming years so that anyone who enters is able to contribute to an inclusive and diverse university, and anyone who passes through those doors to the outside, can put praeidium libertatis into practice with support from the top. I wish Professors Hester Bijl and Annetje Ottow every success, and hope that this whole lecture will soon have the effect of an open door. Finally, I would like to thank Leiden’s Twitter Rector Carel Stolker for the many positive messages with which he has brightened social media in recent years. He is one person who is blameless.

I have spoken.

Word of thanks:

I was prompted to draw attention to the online harassment of women academics who venture into the media having listened to a courageous lecture given by Professor Beatrice de Graaf to a group from the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Scientists (KNAW). I would like to thank her for this! Thanks also to the friends and colleagues of Athena’s Angels: Naomi Ellemers, Eveline Crone and Judi Mesman for all their input, references and for the important discussions we have had over recent years. I am also grateful to the men from the Leiden lexico team (Greek-Dutch dictionary): Lucien van Beek, Stephen van Beek, Daniel Bartelds and Janric van Rookhuijzen for an inspiring conversation about doors.
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